The spontaneous breaking of [SU(3)]3 symmetry to SU(3) X SU(2) X U(l) due to nonrenormalizable interactions in the three-generation Calabi-Yau superstring model is considered. It is seen that these models lead naturally to intermediate scales Mz 
There remain nine families of leptons L" '( 1,3, 3 ) (from the nine generations of 27), six families of "mirror" leptons Lt"(1,3, 3) (from the six generations of 27); seven families of quarks Qt'(3, 3, 1) and four families of "mirror" quarks Q, (3, 3, 1); and seven families of antiquarks (Q')", (3, 1, 3) and four families of "mirror" antiquarks (Q')'"(3, 1, 3). The letters (a, l, r)=1,2,3 label the SU(3) (color, left, right) If matter parity is preserved by the symmetry breaking, one sees from Table II that the only surviving terms will be W ", =(M"','q"q, +M'~"'q q")+(M"', "l"l,+M""'I l") . Proton decay data require that" (N, )~1 0' GeV. Qi'(3, 3, 1) , and (Q'), "(3, 1,3). We write l =(A, , 3), r =(p, 3) where (A, , p)=1,2 run over the (SU(2)L,SU (2) 
